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            for the Cairo Metropolitan Area
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                   Sappoi"o 060, Japan

Abstraet

   In general, urbanization in Eess developed countries is often characterized as growth without develop-

ment. In other words, urban growth is not accoinpanied by economic prosperity. Development may be

brought about by technical progress, the spread of technology, capital accumulation, gmproved education,

training of the labor force and improvement of market organization,

   Recently, considerable attention has been given to the population issue and migration and mobility

components of stich models has given rise to the issue of urban settlement system planning. As a matter

of fact, there are many scholars who have investigated the interaction model as to whether their dealing

was direct or indirect (e.g. Mueller, 7, Isard, 20, Wilson, 32 and 3, etc.).

   }Iowever, the main questions facing decision - makers in Cairo are related to its popttlation growth

and its relevant impacts. The fact is that the gand !'equired for housing, services, social and technicai

infrastructure, etc, will lnci"ease as the population and number of economic activities rise.

   This paper focuses on the Egyptian urban governorates in order to identify the effects of socio -

economicfactorsontheCairoMetropolitanArea(CMA)throughthenewtreatmentofthegravitymodel.

This model is called the Mobility Interaction Model (MIiVE).

Key Werds : Urban Population, Gravity Model, Lowry Model, Gairn Lowry model, Gravity Potential

Model, Logistic Model, Breaking Point, Mobility Interaction Model (MIM), Cairo Metropolitan Area

(CMA).

1. INTRODUCTION

    Several studies in different parts of the world have shown that there is a strong

positive correlation between econoinic development and the level of urbanization. In other

words, in any given area, economic efficiency decreases with an increase in the rural

population (i.e. a decrease in urban population). On the other hand, the spatial concentra-

tion in one metropolis is not necessarily a prerequisite for economic prosperity. However,

urbanization occurs as rural people assume urban ways of thinking aRd behaving, and also

as urban institutions and services move towards rural settlements.

    Population gro'wth is often raised and characterized by rapid changes in work environ-

ment and society : from manufacturing to service industry, from local to global markets,

'from quantity to quality consideration, from national to multinational coinpanies and

enterprises. The relationship between population and environment can be shown as
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follows :

LEVEL OF POPULATION :=:
       Population Size. Unit of Production. Environmental Impact

    Recently the improvement of quality of Iife and conservation of nature is the main

target for many studies. Practically, the phrase ttLow Cost With High Quality of Life"

summarizes the main problem which faces the the decision maker, especially in big cities

(e.g. Cairo, Tokyo, New York, Frankfurt, etc.).

   Therefore, when the level of urbanization is limited, the narrowing of opportunities

may lead to a concentration of migration to the capital city, which is the case in Egypt.

    However, the development of any type of urban system - the network of relations

between several such units of concentration (e.g. activities, information, etc.) - requires

constant availability of resources and the organization of their flow in relatively wide and

diversified societal ecological frameworl<s through mutually reinforcing activities and

mechanisms.

    In brief, if you know where you are headed <GOAL), specific rneans (TECHNIQUE)

will get you there (OUTPUT). On the contrary, if you do not know where you are headed

(..) ,any road (..) will lead you there (..). That is true for social, economic and physical

sclences.

   One of the objectives of this paper is to present the Mobility Interaction Model (MIM).

Also, in this paper the MIM is developed and presented in practical terms to help the

decision maker when dealing with urban issues.

2. THE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS AND OBJECTIVES

2.1. DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS
   When a person moves to a city he is faced with the challenge of mobility within the

new setting. This mobility may require a new life style, new attitudes and new behavioral

patterns. Moreover, new and additional services in the destination area are required.

   Themovementisbasedontheweightofadvantagesanddisadvantages. Forinstance,
people who move to the city lose their kinship bonds and become individualistic. How-

ever, the movement is assumed to be motivated primarily by economic factors (A.M.

Hesham, 15). In Egypt, as a consequence of the migration into the CMA the number of

squatters represented about 20% of the total population in the year 1978 ( Soliman A., 27).

   The imbalance in the access to resources between regions, between villages and

between families is at the core of understanding the phenomenon of mobility. The above

points and related matters represent the main development constraints of the case study

area. Figure 1 shows the schema of urban development problems.

2.2. 0BJECTIVE OF THE STUD¥
   The major goals of our study are as follows :

(1) To measure the effects of socio - economic variables in the Cairo Metropolitan Area

   (CMA).
(2) To weigh the importance of such parameters in order to determine any positive
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   interactions between urban governorates of Egypt and the CMA.

   Figure 2 shows the basic premise of modeling and implementation procedures. This

structure of a positive action loop is of great value in achieving comprehensive planning

and helpjng decision makers.

3. URBAN SPATIAL PATTERNS AND STUDY AREA

3.1. URBAN POPULATION STRUCTURE
   The administration boundaries of Egypt include 26 governorates. Egypt is divided

into three major areas. The first area is called Old Valley (17 governorates - Lower &

Upper Egypt Governorates). The second js ca]led Frontier Governorates (5 governorates).

The third area is called Urban Governorates which includes Cairo, Alexandria, Port Said

and Suez.

   Table 1 shows the urban and rural population and some demographic indicators of

Egypt from 1897 to the year 2000, whereas table 2 shows the total population, area and

population density of the urban governorates in the year 1976.

   The urban populations represented 43.9 per cent of the total population of Egypt in the

year 1976, while the total popujation of urban governorates in the year 1976 represented

20.5 per cent of the total population of Egypt. On the other hand, the Cairo governorate

represented 64.6 per cent of the total population of urban governorates. This situation

Table 1 The Population Structure of E)gypt from 1897 to 2000

-m

Population
1000s Urban Rural IndexNo.

BetweenCensus

IncreaseRate
Males

Nio.of

Fainilies

Average

Yeai"

urban rural

Totai
o/o t/o 1897:=:100

o/o

o/o

(1000s)

Family

Size

1897 - TH. {669 100 50.8 1593 6.06

1907 2132 9058 lll90 19 81 l16 1.47 50.2 1934 5.78

I917 2689 IO080 I2719 21 79 132 1.29 oro.1 2185 5.82

1927 3810 10368 14178 27 73 147 1.09 49.8 2671 5.30

1937 4492 11429 15921 28 72 I65 1.16 50.0 3187 4,99

19.47 6363 12604 18967 34 66 196 1.78 49.5 4022 4.71

I9.60 9864 16120 25984 38 62 268 2.38 50.3 5177 5.01

19.66 12091 17756 29.847 41 59 309 2,54 50.4 5689 5.24

197e 138{5 19188 33083 42 or8 342 2.41 50,4 6449. 5.13

19.75 16315 40764 37079 44 56 383 2,31 oro,4 7372 5.03

19.80 11187 22543 41710 46 54 481 2.38 50.4 8495 4.91

1985 22600 .?.4483 47083 48 or2 487 2.45 50.5 9.912 4.75

l990 26504 2650t{ 5//O08 5･O 50 548 2.40 5e.5, ll498 4.61

l9.95 30254 29068 Jrg322 51 49 614 2,?.8 50.6 13301 4.46

20001 34293 31655 65948 52 48 682 2.14 Jro.7 15266 4.32

Sources: l}

2}

rN[[inistr}J of I{Iousing and Reconstruction (Cairo, 197t'])

Author's Arrangement and Orcler
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reflects the imbalance of urban system hierarclty (A.M.Hesham, 17).

ideal hierarchy of rural and urban systems.

              Table 2 The Population Density in Urban Governorates in

               35

Figure 3 depicts the

1976

Urban

Governorate

Total

I)opulation

Area

inl<in2

Density

Person/km2

Cairo 5074' ,O16 214 ,2 23

Alexandria 2317, ,70'o 314 .4 7

PortSaid 262 ,760 72. 1, 3 ,6tl4

Suez 193 ,933 306 .9 632

3.2. CAIRO AT A GLANCE
   Cairo today gathers together old history and modern Egypt. In other words, Greater

Cairo embraces within its peripheral roads relics ofthe most ancient capitals of Egypt from

Pre - dynastic times (5,OOO - 3,100 B.C., Oan) up till the end of the old kingdom (3,10e -

2,181 B.C.) of the pharaonic era ( Memphis with an area of 3.4 km2). In Egypt, Cairo

represents an unique city in terms of population, social and technical infrastructures and

lnstltutlolls.

   Moreover, the population of Greater Cairo has increased frem 3.7 million people in

1960 to 9.0 million people in 1976. Therefore, the population density of Cairo has increased

from 19,593 people/km2 in 1966 to 28,284 people /1<m2 in l986. This represents a quarter

of the nation's population. About 55 per cent of the agglomeration extends on agricultural

land.

   Figure 4 depicts the evolution of urban and built - up areas of Cairo froirt 1850 until

1982. Also, the urban centers of Lower Egypt Governorates and Urban Governorates of

Egypt in the year 1976 are shown in figure 5.

   Concerning the migratory patterns, the volume of gross migration is certainly large.

For instance, over 26 per cent of Cairo's population was born outside the metropolis ( A.

M. Hesham, 16). In fact, the migration issue has negative impacts on both human beings

and the environment, in addition to the increasing dernands on urban facilities and social

servlces.

3.3. MOBILITY AND MIGRATORY MOVEMENTS
TI-IE MOBILITY TERM:
   In this study, mobility is defined as the phenomenon of people moving from one area

to another for a temporary period (not for a lifetime). When those people achieve their

goals such as leisure or money, etc., they return to their place of origin. The returR to the

place of origin was decided in their mind before any move towards the destination. So, they

accept any job (no any meaningful contribution to the GNP), any shelter <iR the form of

shanty towns, slum areas, etc.). However, the term mobility differs from term migration.

   Migration may be defined as the physical transition from one geographical area to

another.

   Migration represents a person crossing boundaries, whereas mobility represents the
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movements within boundaries. The boundaries may be political, physical (e.g. mountain,

river, etc.), visual (e.g. historical zone, recreation area, religious zone ,etc.), ethnic ferment

groups , administratjve borders (Figure 5, for example) or others.

   Generally, many people move in response to changes in conditions (or in their percep-

tion of conditions), either in the villages of their origin or at the places of destination.

   The classification of movements can be summarized under the following headings:

(1) Rural - Rural Moveinent

   Rural rnobility generally increases in response to heavy labor demand at the time of

the harvesting. Laborers often take up harvest work outside their home villages.

   In the case of Egypt, growth of village industries and the occupational diversity that

usually follows creates additional work in the village and can thereby reduce the impact on

mebility of factors such as land scarcity.

    Possibly the more diversified villages in Egypt are close to the Nile River, or roads

leading to cities, which can open up the option of commuting instead of out - migration

(A.M. Hesham, 15).

(2) Rural - Coast Movement

    The main targets of this movement are economic <e.g. fishing, sea port services, etc.).

    The people flee from a rural environment which offers nothing, but lack clear objec-

tives in terms of job specifics. Sometimes the decision - mal<ing has clear objectives

either to maximize household income or to achieve a specific goal.

(3) Rural - Urban Movement
    Under thjs issue the question that may be raised is: does a person prefer place [B] to

place [A] because place [B] is selected or because place [A] is rejected, ( A.M. Hesham,

18).

    Also, how does distance impede migration and mobility, Distance is not an absolute

concept in its own right ,but rather tCeffective distance," - the geographical space which

can determine how far a migrant may travel - is a product of the adequacy and price of

the communications network across that space.

(4) Urban - Urban Movement
    The number of people moving from Alexandria to Cairo contribute about 46.3 per

cent, whereas Suez contribute about 36.4 per cent and Port Said represent about 17.3 per

cent of the total number of people who move to Cairo.

    Additionally, we assume that the distance between any place and itself is positive.

    In short, the factors entering into the decision to move and the process of mobility and

migration can be summarized as follows:

(1) Factors associated with the area of origin.

(2) Factors associated with the area of destination.

(3) Intervening obstacles (e.g. the coinpulsory migration from Suez and Port Said gover-

    norates during the wars of 1956 and 1973).

(4) Factorsconcerningindividualchoice.
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3.4. CAIRO METROPOLITAN AREA AS A DESTINATION
   The value of mobility and immigration to the CMA is certainly Iarge and represents

one ofthe main development problems. For instance, in l976 the total number of migrants

to Cairo was 1,401,476 persons.

   It may be that the social facilities of the city and other economic factors are important

incentives to people to move towards Cairo.

   The people express their first movements to city as (Chaving a fling" and often r6turn

with no, or very small financial gains.

   Hence, the reason for thjs so - called 'ttarget" mobility is to build up an adequate

amount of capital, or sufficient capital to buy a farm or a house , and then return to the

place of origins.

   But in the case of the CMA, the people prefer to stay under any conditions (e.g. no

shelter, jobless, etc.), as long as possible, enjoying the services and facilities available and

waiting for other chances to improve conditions. The decision to return is related to the

level of economic or social opportunity in the origin areas.

   The fact is that this decision is closely related to the availability of particular kinds

of jobs in the origin.

3.4.1. THE MIGRATION TO THE CMA ACCORDING TO VARIOUS FACTORS
   The following arguments distinguish the influence of various factors on the movements

to the CMA.

(1) AGEGROUP
   Migration is concentrated extremely heavily in the population aged l5 - 45 (males

represent 58.1% whereas femaies represent 41.9%).

(2) PURPOSE OF MIGRATION
   Accompanying (co -migration of dependents) as a purpose represented the highest

percentage of migrants (43.7%), while work represented 33.8 per cent of the total migrants.

The purpose of marriage repi'esented ll.2 per cent of the total migrants. As illustrated in

table 3 work and marriage contributed about 45 per cent of the total migrants to Cairo in

              Table 3 The Purpose of lmmigration tc) Cairo in the Year 1976

Purpose Male Famale Total %
XVork 438 ,524 35501, 474 ,025 33

'

8

Education 37 ,629 11790, 49 ,419 3
'

5

Marriage 15 ,512 14,508 157 ,020 ll
'

2

ReturnAfter

Compulsory

Migration

14 ,489 9079, 23 ,568 1
'

7

Changeof

Residence
32 ,I98 12192, 44 ,39.0 3

'

2

Accofiipanying

aDependent

as
l74 ,210 438,806 613 ,O16 43

'

7

Others 20 ,2B, 19,820 40 ,038 2. 9.
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1976, whereas the purpose of education representecl only about 3.5 per cent.

(3) DISTANCE
   There are two inajor standards in the field of study of migration and mobility. One

is concemed with the transfer of labor from rural to urban areas. The second is concerned

with the effects of distance and the choice of destination on the geographical and spatial

patterns. Conceming the distance factor, the Egyptian governorates are divided into four

groups.

These groups are as follows :

(a) Short distance (O - 135km). This means the travel time is 1.30 hours (max. speed

   equals 90km/h).

(b) INil[edium distance (136 - 360km). Travel time is 4.0 hours.

(c) Long distance (361 - 630km). Travel time equals 7.0 hours.

(d) Very long distance (over 630km).

   Short distance migrants represented the highest percentage of migrants (38.6%),

whereas the very long distance represented the lowest percentage (2.5%) of the migrants.

That means when the distance is short and close to the city, the desire of migration

increases. Figure 6 shows the relationship between distance and migration.

(4) ADMINISTRATION BOUNDARY
   As we mentioned before, Egypt is divided into three major areas. These areas are Old

Valley, Frontier Governorates and the Urban Governorates. The urban governorates

are populated areas in which non - agricultural economic activities are concentrated.

   The Lower Egypt governorates (north Cairo) represented 5e.7 per cent of the total

inigrants in the year 1976, whereas, the frontier governorates represented 1.6 per cent of the

total migrants (Figure 7). That means the heavy people movements to Cairo are concen-

trated in the north of Cairo.

(5) DEMOGRAPHICINFLUENCES
(5.1) Males & Females

    The number of females migrants in Lower Egypt govemorates is high compared with

Upper Egypt governorates. This phenomena is due to social values and norms, especially
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religious determinants.

(5.2) Rural and Urban

   Within the Lower Egypt governorates, Monoufiya Governorate represented the highest

nurnber of migrants (29.3%), whereas Kafr - EI - Sheikh Governorate represented the

lowest percentage (2.2%) of total migrants of the lower Egypt governorates.

   On the other hand, Souhag Gevernorate represented the highest number of migrants

(20.9%) within the Upper Egypt governorates, whereas Aswan Governorate represented the

lowest percentage (6.1%) of total migrants of the Upper Egypt governorates.

4. BRIEF REVIEW OF THE SPATIAL INTERACTION MODELS

4.1. GRAVITY MODEL
   The gravity model derives its name and basic premise from lsaac Newton's law of

gravlty

   Newton's law states that the attractive force between any two bodies is directly

related to the masses of the bodies and inversely related to the square distance between

them.

    However, the gravity model offers a siinple methodolegy for estimating and measuring

the possible interaction that can occur betvLieen various areas. In other words, this model

states that the intensity of interaction between two areas is directly proportional to the

number of people living in them and inversely proportional to the intervening distance.

The gravity foriinula is given by

where

         l is a measure of interaction

         A and A are the populations of the areas i & 2

         D2 is the distance between them

4.2. JOCHIM MODEL
   Jochim has developed a useful gravity model to analyze the interaction between a

human population and several preferred resources. His modified Model is

where

    G is a constant and R is the dietary proportion of a resource. The density of each

resource is expressed by

   where mc is the mass of a resource cluster, zv is the weight of an individual, h is the

number of individuals and z is the area. According to Jochim (Karl VV. Butzer, 23), the
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gravity model

resource :

       P zv hz
   l-

where

 Environmental Science,

can be reformulated
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to include distance between a group

      D2

  P is the

Therefore,

population and

P zv h2

D is the distance between the population

     D-             GR
   The equation [4.6] is also called resource gravity inodel.

cab]e relationship, the constant G and the population P can be ignored

gravity model will appear as follows:

     , tvhz   DL== R

and a dietary

        [4.5]

and resource.

                 C4.6]

In order to obtain a practi-

     . Then,theresource

[4.7]

4.3. LOWRY MODEL
   Given the location of basic employment, or even assuming changes in industrial

location, the problem may be seen as one of discovering where the population would live

in reiation to the employment opportunities provided. Also, it may be presented as one of

discovering the desired pattern of development.

   In the original Lowry model, population was distributed using a potential model, in

which the amount of population allocated to any one zone was determined by the sum of

the inter - zonal potentials for that zone. This pattern is shown in the following formula

   A･=::sctt/, DBil. [4.s]
where

         Pi is the amount of population allocated to 7'

         Bi is the basic employment in i

         Di,･ is the impediment factor between i and 1'

         sc is a scaling factor to ensure that Z R･ equal to the total growth forecast
                                         j
         (For further details, see C.S.Bertuglia, Leonadri, 3).

         and,

   where Ei represents the total employment in i and Si represents the service employ-

lnent ln z.

4.4. GARIN MODEL
   The Garimnodel is the most widely used version

naodei is also based on the gravity model and is shown

    T,li==C,(A,･1l･D,ii)

where

         Zv is the amount of activity allocated from

of the Lowry

as follows :

zone i to

model.

ZOIIe 1

The Garin

[4.10]
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         Ci is the total amount of activity to be allocated from zone i to zone 7'

The expression

   {where Aidi-((1l)Di,･-}))pti} [4.12]
is the probability of interaction between zones i and i, with I]l)･ being a measure of the

attraction of zone i The total number of workers living in any one zonej is therefore

    tt    Z71lr- (ircl,2,..,n) [4.13]    iml

   Also, the total amount of population living in any zone then becomes :

         ll    Ili--aZTIv (i:-1,2,.,,n) [4.14]        i--I

where

   where P is the total population and E is the total employment.

4.5. GARIN LOWRY MODEL
    The residential Iocation component of the Garin - Lowry model can be presented as

folloxvs :

    Zv=Ci(A,R,Di,･rmg) [4.16]
    {where Ai-((Ili-Di,･mg))ni} [4.17]
where g is a parameter.

4.6. GRAVITY POTENTIAL MODEL
    The Gravity Potential Model can be expressed symbolically as

    Where
         Ti,- is the expected movement of people from i to 7'

         Oi the origin

         Gi is the destination

         .L)- is the function which measures the separation between i and 1"

    The most widely used type of spatial interaction model tal<es the following form :

    Mij -- r,,･O,{ G.iV(d,,･) [4.19]
    where Mi,･ is the flow from origin i to destination 1', 0i is the size variable pertaining

to the origin i, Gj is a size variable pertaining to the destination i, di,･ is a variable

reflecting the difficulty of contact between i and 7' , ri,･, a and B are parameters of the model

and Lv is a chosen function which often tal<es a quadratic or exponential form (David

Batten, 9).
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4.7. GRAVITY MODEL IN TERMS OF REGIONAHNCOME
   The formulation of this model may be written as follows:

          ( M- }･C･)a
   Mii == q
            Di,･

Where
         M,)- is total commodity flow between region i and region 7"

         }il- is the output of region i

         X･ is the output of region 7'

         Di,- is the distance between i and 1'

            q and B are constants, and ev denotes the regional income elasticity

   The value of ev is defined as percentage change in commodity flow divided by percent-

age change in regional output.

   Also, the following formula is used to determine the proportion of flow of commodity

in one region with respect to another.

    F," =r illli'･nyi [4.211
where

         Fi' is intraregional flow of commodity n in region i

         ny' is intraregiona] f]ow of commodity n in region i

         Yl" is the output of sector n region i

         }'1!i is the output of secter n region i

   To apply the above equation numerous data are required which may be not easily

available in many parts of developing countries.

4.8. LOGISTIC MODEL
   This model examines the relationships between mutually exclusive and exhaustive

probabilities of movement and a set of conditioning variables.

   The polytomous logistic model describes the probability, P, that an individual residing

in location i will decide to move to location ]" given the vector of characteristics concerning

origin and destination (Daniel Shefer, 8). This model is expressed symbolically as

            n

           i=1

where

   ZPi,-==1 (i,]'--1,2,3,..,n) I4.23]
     O< Pi,･<1, and [4.24]
     e is the natural logarithm

   Zi,･ is the linear function

           n 11   Zi,･=ev-1-:BlnXi+:AlnXi+6lndi,･ [4.25]
          i==1                    J'= 1                           (i, i -- 1,2,. .,n)

where
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        Xi is the origin

        .Xi is the destination

        diJ･ is the distance between them.

            ev, B, 2, and 6 are parameters

   Nonetheless, it would be impossible in one paper to give a detailed account on all

interaction models. But previous models have either direct or indirect relationship with

the MIM.

5. THE MOBILITY INTERACTION MODEL (MIM)

5.1. THE FIRST FORM OF THE MIM
   One form of the MIM is

   MM(2)')-L,-- ,gJf(ij) [5.1]
               Z E,f( ij')
               jrm-1

where

        MM(z)") == No. of people moving from zone i to zone i

        Li --No.ofpeopleleaviRgzonei
        Ei =No.ofpeopleenteringzonei
        f(z7) :Thefrictionfactor(e.g.impedimentdistance)betweenzoneiand

        zone 7
         n :No.ofzones
   Generally, impediment is a weighted sum of various types of times (e,g. waiting time,

walking time, etc.) and types of cost (e.g. parking cost, bus fares, etc.).

   The model also appears as follows:

   MM(ij')==Et nL'f(Z') [5･2]
              Z L,･f( ij)
              j'--1

   Equation [5.I] 4 equation [5.2]

   lf socio - economic factors are included, the model becomes :

   Mzlt(ij)=E, .LJf(iY)KtJ [s.3]
              XL,f(zY)K,,･
              j--1

 where

   Kii= Parameters

and

   M7ii(ij)-:L, ,&f(ZY)KtJ [s.4]
              2Ejf(z7)Ki,･
              J'--1

equation [5.31 # equation [5.4]

   Look at each part of equations [5.3] and [5.4]

   The first model states that the number of persons Ieaving in zone i

   L,
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will be distributed over each other zone i

   MM(ij)
according to the relative accessibility of each zone 7' as defined by

     j
and the relative accessibility of each zone i as defined by

The friction factor is defined as

or

    Thus, when the value of f is Iarge, there will be more people who want to move from

one place to another.

5.2. THE SECOND FORM 0F THE MIM
    The variables which have been selected in this section are chosen to be consistent with

our model in order to achieve our objective.

    The MIINil which has been developed is shown as follows:

   MM(ij)=s[L,,,(gi,.SII･,)(BzCiBj2nv'VVtS/2i,4iHli{2EliE72)] Is.gl

where

   MM(ij) is the mobility interaction from i to 7'

    Qi is the number of people who are unwilling to work in area i

    Qj is the nuirLber of people who are unwilling to work in area 7'

    Ui is the number of people who are not occupied in area i

    C,L･ is the number of people who are not occupied in area i

   Bi is the active labor force (age group 15 - 45) in area i

   a- is the active labor force (age group 15 - 45) in area i

    va- is the number of productive worl<ers in area i

    Vl}}- is the number of productive workers in area 7"

   Hi is the number of professional / technical workers in area i

   IL･ is the number of professional / technical workers in area 7'

   Ei is the armed force (age group 20 - 24) in area i

   Ej is the armed force (age group 20 - 24) in area i

   Dt,- is the space dimension (travel time or effective distance in km, for example) and

eva, a2, Bi, B2, Ai, A2, rpi, rp2 and 0 are parameters

   It should be noted that productive workers includes workers of all ages occupied in the

production of goods, especially for export.

   The range of the value <if constant) should be between 1 and 3. For instance, in

application studies in Detroit (U,S.A.) the value of 0 was O.5 for urban and 2.3 for rural
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areas and in ]N({unich (Germany) the value of 0 was 1.6 for urban and 2 for rural areas.

Also, another study by Carroll and Bevis found that for intrametropolitain traveHn the

Detroit region the appropriate exponent for total person trips was 1.63. In addition, Ikle

found considerable variation in the appropriate exponent of Dij : his values range from O.

689 to 2.6 (Isard, 19).

   It is obvious that if the exponent on distance were set at zero, then Dij would be unity,

and distance would have no effect on the movement made. If the exponeRt were raised to,

say, 5 then nearly all movements originating in subzone 1 would terminate in subzone 1.

Isard (Isard, W. 21) mentioned that the appropriate exponent on distance seems to be within

the range of between one and three.

   Lij is the ratio of the levels of development, defined as a function of per capita

       incomes LNi and LIV)･ in area i and L respectively, where

      - max (LNi, LAL･)
    L`"'- rriin(LAJI.,LAi:,.) [5･10]
   The equations of social interaction can be presented mathematically as follow :

          (Pi I2i)
   bl -= C
            Di,･

          (Pi Ili)h
    lij-C
            Di,･

    bj..,c(Pihi fi,l. 'k2) [5.13]
where

    Iij' is the social interaction between cities i and i

    Pi is the population of city i

    Ili is the populatioii of city i

    Dij is the space dimensjon

    C is constant, and 0, ki and fe2 are parameters

    Needlesstosay,theeffectivedistancecanbemeasttredinvariousways. Forinstance,

distance in 1<ilometers or miles, travel time, traffic cost, specific transport mode (e.g.

railway, waterway, airline, etc.), fuel consumption in transportation, number of sto,ps or

gear shifts and other forms of physical distance. The use of any space dimeRsion depends

upon the study and problems identified.

    With respect to the population growth rate, the coefficient variation can be obtained

from the following formula :

    cvww 2(xi-Je)2ts [5.14]           72

    where

    CV is the coefficient of variation of the population growth rate

    xi is the population growth rate of city i

    x-i is the average of xi

    n is the number of cities

     (see Jinichiro Yabuta, 12)

    As Isard mentioned (Isard, 21), the value of S (a constant) can be obtained from the
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              Q,' U,･ D,e･,
                                                                      [5.16]

where

    zvi and zv.i are the weighting factors.

    Isard mentioned that (Isard, W., 19) the validity of any specific weight derived for a

given city js questjonabie.

   In short, the equations for weighting factors are as follows :

        g
       g==1

and

        g    wJ･ -rm2ag zegr･ [5.18]       g=1
where

    cg is the weight of the g th weighting factor.

    tvgi and zag]i' are sub - weighting factor of zvi and

    t･tv', respectively.

   The following factors were considered in deriving wgi and zvg]i for use in calculating

the weighting factors zvi and zoj in equations [5.16], [5.171 and I5.18].

(1) Employment status (self - employed, for example).

   For the case of Egypt, self - enaployed are defined as those who work on their own

property, do not represent a cost to the government, and produce something that contrib-

utes to the GNP (this can be ideas resulting frorn research, for example).

(2) Level of technology.

(3) Level of education (university first degree, for example).

(4) Skill level (based on training centers and services available).

   It should be noted that the MIM can be applied to each area. For instance each urban

governorate can receive people from all other urban governorates. Thus the number of

spatial interactions will be

following formula :

    S== ill,li+,"F,ii, -Vi- ,Ii,il,+,R,i, [s isl

where V is the average number of people moving to areaj per year. A,A,A and P4 are the

population and d denotes the distance.

   Walter Isard (Isard, "i., 20 and 21) mentioned also that the distance from one place to

itself is assumed to be positive. If the distance between one place and itself is zero, the

value of the constant S will be zero.

   Then, if the weights of adjusting masses are included, the MIM (equation 5.9) will

appear as follows :

MM(ij)-s[L,,.( QJ･ Ul)( zvi(Bi)aiw,(B,･)a2w,(Ill71･)Bizv,(VPC･)B2w,(HDAizv,.(Hl,.)A2w,(E,)rpizv,(E,.)v2 )]
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where N is the number of urban governorates

5.3. IDENTIFICATION eF SUBURBAN AREAS
   It is possible to determine the assistant urban boundary. This is the boundary which

determine the distance from the place of origin to the place of destination. In other words,

this boundary lies between the origin and destination. However, this can be done by using

the Converse model which is known as the t'Breaking Point Concept". The Breaking

Point is that Iocation that marks the division of two streams of movement, each directed

to a different focal point (P.Converse, 6).

   The Converse model was modified from the Reilly model (Ray IVI. Northman, 26).

   Reilly's model tal<es the following fomi :

    £; :- (ft)(-fk)2 [s.2e]
where

    Ri and R2 are the relative shares of sales in each of two cities, made to residents of an

intermediate city. A and Ri are the populations of competing trade centers deriving

customers from the intermediate city. and di and di are the distances respectively from

each of two cities (Pl and R) to an intermediate city.

   The Converse formula is expressed symbolically as

where B is the breaking point (in km) from the smaller of two adjacent trade centers and

d is the distance (in km) and R and Ri are the populations as in equation [5.20].

    If the Converse formula (equation 5.21) is raised to a power (as factor of development),

it would be much more effective.

   Then, the new formula will appear as follows :

where h is a parameter.

   However, the exponential function equation is used to identify the suburban area from

the best density patterns point. of view. This equation is expressed mathematically as

follows

where
   I?(z) is the density (residents per square kiloixLeter)

   z is the 1<ilometer distance from the center of the urban area

   ao is the estimated density from the data at tlae center of urban area

   e is the base of the Naperian Logarithm System (2.71828)

    b is a paranieter

   The value of b describes the rate at which density falls with distance. In other "rords,
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it is the percentage decrease in density from the center. Specifically, if the average

density decreased 10 per cent per kilometer of distance from the center, the value of b

would be e.10 (Edwin & Byung, 11).

   Thus, the larger b is, the faster density falls with distance from the center of the urban

area. As a result, the value of b provides a natural measurement of identifying the

suburban area which could help the decision maker.

6. SIMULATIONS AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS

6.1. MODEL SIMULATION
   In this section, we will focus briefly on the simulation of the MIM and the manner in

which it works practically. The MIIVI was given variables associated with the real

situation in Egyptian urban governorates in relation to the CMA. These represent the

core variables when dealing with the development issue of developing countries.

   First, in this study some assumptions are made. These assumptions are - The travel

time among urban governorates is assumed to decrease year by year. There are two

reasons behind this assumption. The first one is related to the policy adopted by the

Egyptian government which aims to improve the entire traffic system. The other reason

is due to the lack of available detailed data. The travel time can clearly reflect the degree

of development of transportatioil means (highways, for example).

   The space dimension when measured in distance, takes the foriTi of a straight line.

   The movement of peopie does not involve airpianes or waterways (i.e. via the Nile

River ).

   However, the model is estimated in a log - linear form, using the method of Ieast

squares.
   Also, in equations [5.11], [5.12] and [5.13] the populations of the origin and destination

have been used as explanatory variables.

   In equation [5.Il] the population elasticity is assumed to be unity, which implies that

if the population increases by one unit, the movement of people will increase by one unit.

   Let us turn now to show some results (due to space consideration) of the worl<ing of

the model.

   The estimations from equation [5.12] are presented in table 4. However, with respect

to regression method, interest is often focused upon the significance of specific variance of

dependent variables (e.g. F-test, t-value, R-Square, etc.).

   In the simulation the distance was measured in kilometers instead of travel time in
                  '
order to show the degree of relationship between population and movement.

   It requires no great imagination to see (from the statistical values pointed out in table

4) the significance of changes in Alexandria, Port Said and Suez on the situation of the

CMA.
   Tables 5 and 6 illustrate estimations of the parameters according to different forms.

Here, the travel time was used to measure distance.

   In table 5, the value of the parameter 0 was - 8.0665 for Alexandria, - 10.7650 for

Port Said and - 6.6907 for Suez. These results show that a one per cent increase of the
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Table 4 Stepwise regression of population variables

Constant K R-Square
ADJ

R-SQ

Alexandia
O.0434

/ 2.25 O,9863 O.9726

Cairo
(O.0641)

PortSaid
O.6675

/ O.82 O.9356 O,8712

Cairo
(O.275I)

Suez
O.6768

/ O.71 O.8873 O.7747

Cairo
(O.2411)

Nete:standard error is in parentheses.

 Summary statistics of the interaction between Alexandria and Cairo

 F-test == 71.885 t-value =8.478 PROB>F(Significanceprobability) := O.0747
 C.V.(Coefficientofvariation) =:O,0854
 (Meanofthedependentvariabke) ==9.3994

 Summary statistics ef the interaction between Port Said and Cairo:

 F-test =14,530 t-value =3.812 PROB>F(Significanceprobability) =:: O.1633
 C.V.(Coefficientofvariation) ==O.3633
 (Meanofthedependentvariabke) :=8.9973

 StEmmary statistics of the interaction between Suez and Cairc):

 F-test == 7,877 t-value =2.807  PROB>F(Significanceprobability) == O,2179

 C.V,(Coefficientofvariation) =O.6015
 (lxEeanofthedependentvariabke) =8.9134

Table5 Theempiricalresultsof applying equation l5,111

Constant 0 StandardError

Alexandria
/Cairo 5.54 -8.0665 o.o46Jr

I)ortSaicl

/Cairo 6.78 -10.765O O.13JrJr

Stlez

/Cairo 4.75 -6.6907 O.1733
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  Table6 The empirical results of applying equation I5.13]

Constant Kl K2 0

Alewandia
/ 11.18

-1,2234 O.3880 -8,8989

Cairo
(1.9349) (2,3231) (O.3736)

PortSaid
/ 45,05

-11.2628 6,5563 -8.2586

Cairo
(2.2512) (1.4113) (l.5237)

Suez
-1.9031 4,1345 -1.4888

/ -6.61
(2.el04) (O,3201) (1.2307)

Cairo

Note : standard error is shown in parentheses.

    Table 7 The empiyical results of mobility interaction

           between AIexandria and Cairo

Parameters ValuesofParameter StandardError

estimated

al -1.I,354 5.5934

a2 ?..0877 7.1724

Pi -1.I841 5.6902

X32 2.I503 7.2970

A, -l,40i8 5,9591

X2 2.4289 7.6399

rp1 -1.?ul07 5.6825

772 2.1844 7,2874

            Also, a summary ef outputs of statistical analysis are as follows:

               lntercept 'L= 2.32
               R-Square =e.8195
               F-test =8e.63
               tivalue =-- O.524
               PROB>F(Significanceprobability) ::-:-O.e22]
               C.V.(Coefficientofvariation) =O.5431

travel time will lead to 8.0665, 10.7650 and 6.6907 decline of the people moving from

AIexandria, Port Said and Suez towards Cairo, respectively.

   Table 6 shows the empirical results of applying equation [5.131. The standard errors

of the parameter are different for the three equations. For instance, equation [5.11]

represents the best value for Alexandria (-O.0465) in terms of the parameter of the travel

time.

   Therefore, the results show that an increase in population growth strongly influences

on the movements of people to another area. In this respect, more attention should be paid

to the efforts of birth control programs ancl decreasing the population growth rates.

Moreover, in order to overcome the difficulties of population pressure, a policy of recon-
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struction and development of the desert lands should be implemented effectively and

practically (e.g. 94% of the total area of the nation is underutilized - in coinparison, one

German fariner produced enough food for 60 peopie in the year 1987).

   To identify the factors affecting the spatial interaction between urban governorates

and the CMA, the values of parameters evi, a2, Bi, B2, Ai, A2, qi, ij2 and 0 are estimated. In

this analysis a multiple regression model is used to estimate the MM(ij) variations in the

origin and destination.

   Tables 7, 8 and 9 represent the results of applying the model where the distance takes

the form of straight line. Also, the parameter of Dij is assumed to be constant. In these

tables the estimated values for the areas of origin are negative. This shows that any

decrease in the variables of the areas of origin will lead to increase in those of the

destination. In Egypt, comprehensive urban development should be taken into considera-

tion, because it is apparent that several lines of action oriented towards the urban gover-

norates could contribute effectively towards relieving the critical situation of the CMA.

   On the other hand, when travel time is used as distance variable, Port Said show a

great influence on the CMA compared with Alexandria and Suez (Tables 10, 11 and 12).

The value of the parameter Dij' was -O.5708, -1.9515 and -O.7e78 for AIexandria, Port

Said and Suez, respectively, but the standard errer was the lowest in Suez (O.2544). In

short, as mentioned before, the values of statistical analysis included in those tables can

give an in - depth view of the interaction patterns between the origin and destination.

    Also, the simulation shows that when the level of technology in the area of origin

decreases, the movement to the big cities increases. This output is largely observed in the

case of interaction between Port Said and the CMA.

    Additionally, the analysis shows that an increase in income in the area of origin does

[l]able 8 The empirical results of mobility interaction

       between Port Said and Cairo

Parameters ValuesofParameter StandardError

estimated

al -1.4341 O.5074

a2 1,4743 O.2112

fi1 -1.4334 O,5079

X32 l.4740 O,2114

ft] -1,4516 (}.5159

A,- 1.48Il O,21tl7

111 -l.4362 O.5086

ij2 I.4750 O.?"117

Also, a suniniary of outputs of statgstical analysi$ Eire as follo"Ts:

Intercept

R-Square
F-test

t-value

I'ROB > F (Significance probabi

C.V, (Coefficient of variatioll)

     =-:- 10.52

     == O.9995
      : 7365
     :.t 3.2733

ity) =,-O.OOOI
     :-r e.0462
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Table 9 Theempirical
  between Suze

results of mobility

and Cairo
mteractlon

Parameters ValuesofParameter StandardError

estimated

al -1,2071 O,3147

CV2 1.2442 O.1059

fil -1.2063 e,3156

v6i2 1.2443 O.I062

Zi -O,9182 O.1387

ko- 1.1525 O,0469

op1 -1.2107 O.3159

op2 1.2454 O,1062

Alse, a summar}r of outputs of statistical

   Intercept

   R-Square
   F-test
   t-value
   PROB > F (Significance probability)

   C,V. (Coefficient of variation)

analysis are as follows:

: 10.i7

:: O.9997

= 24387
= 9.4367
= O.0001
= O.Ol13

Table 10 Theempiricalresults
   Alexandria and Cairo

of mobility interaction between

with respect to travel time

Parameters ValuesofParameter StandardError

estimated

0 -O.5708 O,7712

CVI 8.2519 13.6851

a2 -9.1473 16.59Il

6, 8.87.?.8 14r3481

v32 -9.9073 17.4066

A, 8.2112 I5.0401

A, -9.1.?.89 18.2894

op1 8.I796 14.0115

op2 -9.0693 17.0029

Also, a summary of outputs of statistical

   Intercept

   R-Sqtiare
   F-test

   t-value
   PROB>F(Significanceprobabilgty)
   C.V. (Coefficient of variation)

analysis are as follows:

=: l2.58

::: 0.9367

= 50,33
=-=- O.e497

= o.oeol
== e.0997
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Table 11 The empirical
Port Saicl and

results of mobility

Cairo with respect

interaction between

to travel time

Parameters ValuesofParameter StandardError

estimated

e -1.915 O.9380

cr] -O.9461 2.1597

a2 2,6867 O.9786

6, -O.9446 2.1601

fi2 2.6865 O.9789

A, -1,O057 2.1656

A, 2.7107 O.98I5

171 -O.9565 2.1626

op2 2.6902 O.9799

Also, a summary of outputs of statistical

   Intercept

   R-Square
   F-test
   t-value
   PROB>F(Significanceprobability)
   C,V. (Coefficient of variation)

analysis are as follows:

-3.49
  e,9879

  274.13

  2,3017

  O.OOOI

  O.1210

Table 12 The
   Suez

empirical results of naobility interaction

and Cairo with respect to travel time

between

Paranieters ValuesofParameter StandardError

estimated

0 -O.7078 e.2544

al O.5727 O.6708

a2 1.1886 O.0798

Pi O.5778 O.6703

vfl2 1.886 O.0799

k, -O.0583 ･.3582

k, 1.1201 O.0385

op1 O,5742 O.6719

op2 1,1896 o.osoo

Also, a suinmary of outputs of statistical

   Intercept

   R-Square
   F-test
   t'value
   PROB>F(Significanceprobability)
   C.V. (Coefficient of variation)

analysis are as follows:

-3.10
  O,9996

  22809,53

  19.e165

  o.oeol

  O,O156
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not affect the mobility interaction to as great an extent as to other factors, such as

improvement of skill level and improvement of education status.

   The suburban area is identified in figure 8. The distance indicating the appropriate

boundary and in turn location for the next suburban area as calculated by the MIM

simulation is shown as follows:

FirstSuggested
Boundary

SecondSuggested
Bouildary

DistancefromAlexandria 120km 128km

DistancefromI'ortSaid 137km 142km

DistancefromSuez 85l<m 89I<m

   The MIM can be applied to any kind of urban and regional problem that is associated

with social and economic development and relevant analyses. Also, the planner can easily

measure and weight factors according to influence and power in order to find out the best

solution for development. By applying the MIIVI we can draw up varjous alternatives

which would help the policy maker when dealing with urban and regional issues (especially,

the big cities of developing countries).

6.2. CONCLUDING REMARKS
   In this paper we present the Mobility Interaction Model (MIM), which is based on the

concept of gravity model, in order to be able to describe accurately the spatial structure of

the urban areas in general and especially the Egyptian urban governorates with relation to

the Cairo Metropolitan Area (CMA).

   However, from the foregoing discussion and analysis the authors wish to emphasize

the following points :

(1) The concentration of attractiveness factors {e.g. the monopoly of facilities (training

   centers, for example), services, institutions, etc.} in the CMA should not continue (a

   decentraiization poljcy must be adopted) jn order to achieve the balance of urban

   systems hierarchy.

(2) A formulation of concrete population policy (i.e. family planning and economic reform)

   and oversight its implementation, especially in Port Said and Alexandria must be

   strongly adopted by the government.

(3) The skill of Iabor force (which means more training centers and training programs are

   required) and unemployment rate in especially in the origin areas should be considered

   as a matter of great concern. For instance, improving the skill level of people

   (especially those who are jobiess or not occupied) has more influence in decreasing the

   number of people moving towards The CIVIA.

(4) The simulation of the MIM has shown that an appropriate distance for developing the

   next suburban area which could relieve the movement of people towards the CMA is

   as follows :
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  * Alexandria - CAiro = 12e km.

  * Port Said - Cairo : 137 km

  * Suez - Cairo x 85 km.
    Finally, needless to say the MIM is suitable for analyzing and measuring the phenome-

non of social interactjon from the view point of urban spatial patterns. By applying the

MIM ,the weight and influence of the most important factors in the origin and destination

areas can be identified, which could stem from the pressure of the people movements

especially towards the metropolis.

    Also, it is hoped that the discussion presented in this paper will provide a useful

stimulus for further progress towards more satisfactory studies (i.e. the metropolis area of

the developing countries) in the field of urban and regional context.
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